HD7L33AE

Lightweight, versatile and comfortable, the HD7L33AE keeps your hands free for everything from gathering wood to navigating a trail. The four light modes allow you to choose the best illumination for the task at hand. In addition, this light is water resistant, making it ideal for outdoor use in any weather.

European Region

Product Detail:
- Designation: Energizer
- Model: HD7L33AE
- Color: Red and Black
- Power Source: Three "AAA" Alkaline
- ANSI/NEDA: Series 24
- Lamp: Five White LEDs, Two Red LEDs
- Lamp Life: Lifetime
- Lamp Output: 45 lumens (high)
- Run Time: 16 hr high, 21 hr med., 30 hr low, 30 hr red
- Typical Weight: 90.7 grams
- Dimensions (mm): 45 x 73

Performance:

Run Time
Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (21°C)
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